
Call for Participation Webinar:

Module with Separable Single-Mode Expanded-Beam Optical 
Interface for Edge-Coupled PIC Optics - Phase 1

Project Chair: Peter O’Brien
Head of Group- Photonics Packaging
Tyndall Institute

iNEMI Project Manager: Grace O’Malley

Listen to webinar recording: https://youtu.be/OziSSB4K3CE 

https://youtu.be/OziSSB4K3CE
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• iNEMI Collaborative Project Model

• Project Description
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• Q&A

• How to Join

Agenda

Webinar will be recorded
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What is iNEMI?

The International Electronics Manufacturing Initiative (iNEMI) is

◼ a not-for-profit,

◼ industry-led, 

◼ highly efficient 

R&D consortium of approximately 90 leading electronics manufacturers, 
suppliers, associations, government agencies and universities.

iNEMI

◼ roadmaps the future technology requirements of the global electronics industry, 

◼ identifies and prioritizes technology and infrastructure gaps, and

◼ helps eliminate those gaps through timely, high-impact collaborative projects.
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iNEMI Project Development Process

“ Project”

Limited to committed Members    

“ Initiative”

Open for Industry input
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------------------- iNEMI Technical Committee (TC) Approve SoW & PS
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Profile of Successful iNEMI Projects 

• Addresses industry  knowledge gap 

• Common problem best addressed via industry collaboration

• Often a pre-cursor to standards development

• Brings together a segment of the supply chain to provide an industry-wide response

• Direct alignment with member companies’ commercial interests.

• iNEMI organizes and facilitates projects  - typically 12-18 months long 

Warpage Characterization 
of Organic Packages

Eco-impact (LCA) 
Estimator

Creep 

Corrosion
Tin Whisker  

Susceptibility



iNEMI Collaborative Model

• Participants would contribute to development of the demonstrator under 
a project agreement that allows organizations to work together on pre-
competitive technologies.  

• Resources would be supplied in kind or funded collectively by the team 
members

• Team members only would have access to the demonstrator and data 
from the project, as decided by the team members
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iNEMI Project Management Policy

• Governing documents for projects

• SOW (Statement of Work): sets out project scope, background, 
purpose, benefits, and outlines required resources, materials, 
processes, project schedule, etc.

• Project Statement (PS): signed by participating companies to 
secure commitment on resources and time contributions. 

• FAST TURN PROJECT - MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) 
signed by non-iNEMI Project members to join this one iNEMI 
Project only. Sets out the commitment on resource & applicable 
T&C’s 

• iNEMI Project requires

• Members: Signed PS 

• Non members: Signed PS and MoU agreement and fee payment

• Commitment to follow iNEMI Project Participation Agreement and 
IP policy available here
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https://www.inemi.org/legal


Project Description



Team 
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Project Background

• IPSR Roadmap has highlighted the need to assess the technology benefits and issues 
associated with Single-Mode (SM) expanded-beam connector interfaces in board-level
optical interconnect, by building and testing systems using existing and 
developmental Silicon Photonics transceivers and passive interconnect parts.  

• SM Expanded-Beam Connectors for fiber-to-fiber connections demonstrated in the earlier 
iNEMI- IPSR project. (completed 2018)

• Industry Survey (completed 2019)

• Pluggable SM expanded-beam interface.

• PIC compatible with testing at wafer level

• Optical coupling at edge of PIC

• Less than 2 dB waveguide to (standard) fiber cable coupling loss.

• Horizontal mating of connector to PIC module

• Fiber exit parallel to the board

• Non-hermetic

• Reflow compatible (260C)



Motivation

• Drive the development of optical modules with separable optical interfaces using expanded-beam 
technology compatible with single-mode (SM) optical fiber (including suitable Photonic Integrated 
Circuits (PICs), expanded-beam connectors and assembly technologies) for data center 
applications demanding higher efficiency and compact optical switches, thus ensuring supply 
chain readiness. 

• In Phase 1 - Demonstrate the principles of a separable single-mode (SM) expanded-beam
optical connector to chip interface by assembling a demonstrator module and verifying optical
performance.

• In Phase 1 - Identify manufacturability and assembly issues for such separable optical
interconnect systems, e.g. micro-optics assembly, tolerance considerations, materials.

• In Phase 2 – Assemble modules having a separable optical interface with optimized PICs and
expanded-beam receptacles & connectors for more extensive performance evaluation.

• In Phase 3 – Demonstrate SM Expanded-Beam Connectors for module-waveguide connections,
for PCB-embedded waveguide technology.
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Electronic ICs
PICs

Electrical Interposer

& Heatsink

Free Space Micro Optics

(PIC edge coupling)

SM Fiber Connector

(pluggable)

Demonstration Board Concept

Source: Peter O’Brien, Tyndall 



Pluggable
Fiber Connector

MT Connector
(e.g. Molex)

Collimated Expanded Beam

(e.g. 50 - 100mm)

Microlens Array (Fiber Array)
Si-PIC

Pluggable Optical Connector Concept

Microlens Array (Si-PIC)



Scope

• Phase 1 scope will consist of designing, assembling and testing an optical module to
show the principle of a separable interface between the PIC and an expanded beam
connector.

• This will include:

• Identifying participants who can commit to contributing to the design, fabrication and testing of a
demonstrator.

• Selecting suitable and available components to assemble a demonstrator optical module.

• Designing of an optical module demonstrator.

• Assembling the optical module demonstrator.

• Investigating assembly techniques and materials to maximize optical and mechanical performance of the
demonstrator and identifying key gaps for future phases of this project.

• Conducting optical and mechanical testing on the demonstrator and sharing results with the team
participants.

• Sharing results from the project with the team members and externally as decided by the team.
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Timeline 

• Phase 1 emphasis will be on the 
demonstrating the chip-connector optical 
interface to motivate the investment for 
Phase 2. 

• Can anticipate a basic board demo by the 
end of Phase 2 (18-24mths) 
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Project TimeLine/ Tasks

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Phase 1

Resource Planning

Design

Source & Prepare 
Materials 

Develop Packaging 
Process

Module Assembly

Testing

Report

Phase 1 is scheduled to take 8-9 months.



iNEMI IS/IS NOT Analysis

This Project IS: This Project IS NOT:
PIC Chip and Micro Optics Demonstrator for Module with Separable Single-Mode Expanded-Beam Optical Interface  – Phase 1

To assess the technical feasibility of embryonic expanded-beam board-level 
interconnect technology in general, prior to any attempt at standardization,

To be biased towards specific suppliers, geographies, or market segments

To demonstrate completely passive alignment of PIC (with actively-aligned 
and bonded lens array) to package; the package having a separable 
mechanical interface to the cable-mounted connector.

To repeat prior or existing work

To assemble a demonstrator using available components, allowing optical 
testing at Room Temperature (Phase 1)

To maximize the coupling efficiency in Phase 1

To identify key barriers to board-level optical interconnect and to provide 
guidance to all interested component developers. 

To develop a specific standard(s) or qualifiable/commercial components

To identify manufacturability recommendations for optical modules that are 
relevant across different equipment sets.

To focus on the optimization of the alignment of the PIC and the micro lens 
(will be in Phase 2)

To identify the most critical tolerances for alignment pluggability and a 
feasibility path for manufacturability.

To evaluate environmental stability

To identify elements of the potential supply chain for PIC optical connectors 
(e.g. PIC Foundries, micro optics, connectors etc. )

To demonstrate the lowest total loss 

To establish targets through modelling and analysis and verify through 
experimentation with the demonstrator.

To optimize the PIC and lens designs for lowest loss coupling.

To investigate chip alignment processes for repeatable and volume 
manufacturing.

To demonstrate passive alignment of the lens array to the PIC.

To investigate the remating of the cable connector to the PIC module for 
repeatable and volume manufacturing

To demonstrate low-total-loss coupling of the PIC to the cable-mounted 
connector.

To motivate a second phase and encourage new partners with optimized 
components

To demonstrate compatibility with typical environmental specifications (e.g.
Telcordia)

To develop a module model for phase 2 based on a tolerance stack-up 
simulation, to investigate the potential of passive alignment of 
components.
To enable a showcase for end users to obtain feedback for phase 2



Required Resources

• The project will require suitable 
components for the initial 
demonstrator in Phase 1. Both PIC 
chips and connectors will have to be 
contributed. Key Resources have been 
identified

• Require adequate feedback from 
potential assemblers and end users to 
inform the planning for phase 2
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Requirements Sources

PIC Chips X

Micro Optics x

Connectors X

Design and Modelling TBC

Assembly Materials

Assembly Process X

Testing TBC

Design of Phase 2 Test Module



Benefits of Participation

• Access to test results on expanded-beam module interfaces.

• Collaboration with component suppliers and system users, allowing realistic testing of 
a complete interconnect system.

• Understanding of the difficulty, viability and benefits of using expanded-beam 
interfaces on modules.

• Understanding of technology developments needed, and related opportunities, for 
commercial success of expanded-beam board-level interconnect. 

• Understanding of key issues for standards development.
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Q&A



How to Join



Sign-Up Due by May 22, 2021

• iNEMI members

• Download SOW and PS from iNEMI web:

• https://community.inemi.org/pic_module

• Sign and Submit the PS to gomalley@inemi.org

• Non-members

• MoU and Project PS signed and submitted by non-iNEMI Project members to join this 
one iNEMI Project only. MoU sets out the commitment on resource & applicable 
T&C’s.

• Questions on project or iNEMI membership, contact Grace O’Malley 
(gomalley@inemi.org)
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iNEMI Contact:

Grace O’Malley
gomalley@inemi.org

www.inemi.org

mailto:gomalley@inemi.org

